
OFHL 

OFFICIAL BY-LAWS 
Revised for the 2016-2017 Season 

 
I. ENTRY FEE & DIVISION OF PRIZE MONIES 

a. The entry fee for each existing GM will be $ 40.00 per year.  

b. New GMs have to play $120 for three years entrance fees (The Stoos Rule)  
c. Fees to be paid before season begins.  If fees are not paid by the 4th week of the season, the GM is 

not allowed any changes to his roster. 

d. Division of prize money to be addressed yearly.  For 2016-17:   
i. 1st place $200,  
ii. 2nd place $140,  
iii. 3rd place $100,  

iv. 4th place $60,  
v. 5th place $40 
vi. $20 goes to pay for online pool administration 

e. The cost of putting pool online is taken from the entry fees. 

 
II. EXPANSION TEAMS  

a. Maximum allowable teams in the OFHL is limited to 14 
b. Expansion Draft - With changes to roster size (see IV.a.) an expansion draft will no longer be needed. 

Any new GM will be able to select any players released by GMs prior to the preseason draft (excluding 
UFAs)(see IV.b.) 

 

III. DISPERSAL DRAFT 
a. If one GM withdraws from the OFHL, the players will be dispersed to the remaining OFHL GMs 

i. Each GM will get one player with expansion GMs picking first, followed by the teams in the 
reverse order of their standings the year prior. 

ii. After each GM has made their selection, any expansion GM may continue to select 

b. If two or more GMs withdraw from the OFHL, players will be dispersed in a format agreed on by the 
remaining GMs. 

 
IV. PRESEASON DRAFT 

a. The Sunday prior to each year’s draft, each GM must reduce their roster to a maximum of 22 players. 

All released players will be thrown back in the pool of available players for the regular draft.  
b. If an expansion team is joining the league, any expansion GM will be able to pick up any players cut 

from the other GMs (not including UFA’s who are released.)  If more than one expansion team is 

joining the league the number protected remains at 22. 
c. All GMs finishing out of the money the previous year will have their names thrown into a lottery for 

the first round picks only (NHL style lottery). 
d. Expansion GMs first round pick will be after the GMs who were in the lottery. If there is more than one 

new expansion GM there will be a coin-toss for their order. 
e. Expansion GMs will get the first pick in the second and subsequent rounds 
f. Each GM may draft up to 32 players 

 

V. TEAM ROSTER 
a. Rosters are frozen from the trading deadline until ONE WEEK BEFORE THE OFHL DRAFT or until the 

GM has indicated they are planning to remain in the OFHL for the upcoming season.  
b. GMs must indicate their starting lineup before the first game of the OFHL week 

c. Rosters will be trimmed to a maximum of 30 players before the 5th week of the season on Cut-Down 
Day – 13 Active, 12 Bench (max), 5 Prospect List (max) 

d. The team roster is broken down into three parts: 

i. ACTIVE ROSTER - 13 players whose points will be counted (6 forwards, 1 rookie, 1 vet, 3 d-
men, 2 goalies).  An Active Roster must be submitted prior to week 1. 

ii. BENCH – players whose points are not counted (any position) 



1. On Cut-Down Day, each GM will list a maximum of 12 players on their Bench  
2. After Cut-Down Day, the Bench can only go above 12 players through a trade.   

iii. PROSPECT LIST – the prospect list may include any players who are 23 years or younger on the 
day they were placed on the list. 

1. On Cut-Down Day, each GM will designate a Prospect List of up to 5 players. After “Cut-
Down Day” the Prospect List may only carry more than 5 players if another Prospect is 
acquired through a trade. 

2. No player may be designated as a Prospect or moved to the Prospect List after Cut-Down 
Day unless they are acquired through the pick-up 

3. Prospect List player may be activated to the Active Roster or Bench at any time.  The 
player loses their “Prospect” designation for the remainder of the season while on an 

OFHL roster.  If the Bench has 12 or more players, a player must be dropped to make 
room for the player coming from the Prospect List. 

4. At the end of each season, Prospects are placed on the regular roster.  

e. Dropping of Players - Players may be dropped from any part of the roster at any time.   

 
VI. ELIGIBILITY OF PLAYERS 

a. FORWARDS who occasionally play defense on the power play or other are not classified as 
"defensemen".  Positions are those indicted by the NHL in the Province, The Hockey News, or 

NHL.com (any 2 of the 3) 
b. ROOKIES are those designated as such by the NHL (Calder eligible).  They may not be goalies. 
c. VETERANS are players 32 years or older. They may not be goalies. Players are eligible to be used as 

vets the week after they turn 32. It is each GMs responsibility to track the “Vet” status of their 

players. Starting in 2017-18, Vet age will drop to 31. 
d. GOALIES – must be goalies 
e. Starting in 2017-18, a COACH category will be implemented. Point values to be determined. 

 
VII. LEAGUE SCHEDULE 

a. REGULAR SEASON 
i. Each team will play an equivalent amount of games. 
ii. “Schlamp's Rangers” Rule - Re-scheduled or postponed NHL games will have their player stats 

counted in the week the game is played, and not in the week they were originally scheduled. 

iii. Regular season will end a pre-determined number of weeks to allow for OFHL Playoffs 

b. PLAYOFFS 
i. Playoffs will run for the last two weeks of the NHL season 
ii. Teams will continue to submit weekly rosters for duration of the playoffs 

iii. Total points for all playoff weeks used to determine playoff winners 
iv. Playoffs will be tiered based on OFHL regular season final standings 

1. Tier one – all teams that finished in the money at the end of the regular 
season 

2. Tier two- those teams that finished out of the money but not in the bottom 4 
3. Tier three – the bottom 4 teams in regular season 

v. The winners of each playoff tier will win the following 

1. Tier one – a draft pick at the end of the 5th round in the next year  
2. Tier two – a draft pick at the end of the 4th round in the next year  
3. Tier three – a draft pick at the end of the 3rd round in the next year  

 

VIII. TEAM POINTS 
a. Each teams’ weekly points will be taken from the point totals of the 13 players on the active roster at 

the end of the OFHL week.   
b. Total points for the week will decide the winner of the week’s game with that team getting two points 

in the OFHL standings. 
c. Ties count one point. 
d. If two teams are tied in league points at the end of the regular season the tie breaking mechanism 

required to determine final positions will be as follows: 

i. most total player points  



ii. head to head record 
iii. wins 
iv. coin toss 

 

IX. PLAYER POINT VALUE 
a. FORWARDS, VETS, and ROOKIES get one point for each goal or assist 
b. D-MEN get two points for each goal and one point for each assist.  If a D-man is used in the VET slot 

his point value is scored as a VET 
c. GOALIES will receive 2 pts for a win, 1 for a shoot-out loss, and 2 for a shutout  

d. Fighting majors count as 1 point for any player. 
e. Points will be tabulated using officepools.com 

 

 
X. TRADING OF PLAYERS 

a. Trades completed during the season are considered completed on Sundays.  Any trade made after 
midnight Sunday is not registered until the next Sunday. 

b. Trades must be registered with the Commish before they are verified.  Both GM's must call 

in/post/email the trade for it to be official. 
c. The player(s) traded may be inserted into the Active Roster, Bench, or Prospect List provided there is 

room.   

d. In order for a traded player to be added to a Prospect List, they must have been designated as a 
Prospect on cut-down day. 

e. GMs may trade draft picks two years in advance, providing the current year’s draft has been 
completed (no trading of picks 2 years in advance while in the midst of a draft) 

f. Trading Deadline is Sunday mid-night after the NHL's trading deadline.  Trade must be posted/called 
in by both GMs prior to mid-night.  No trading until after end of NHL regular season. 

g. Players may be traded for other players, pickups, or draft spots (no future considerations). 
h. Player traded from one team can't go back to their previous team for 4 OFHL weeks. 

i. Any pre-season trades done by a GM that drops out before the season starts will be reviewed by a 
quorum of non-involved GMs.  The trade may be either upheld or rescinded. 

 

XI. SUBSTITUTION OF PLAYERS 
a. An unlimited number of moves are allowed weekly between the Active Roster and the Bench 
b. The GM himself must do any player changes, unless previous agreement was made with the 

Commish. 

c. Lineup changes must be posted on the board before the first game of the OFHL week.  If the board is 
“down” lineups may be sent to the Commish, but must be done prior to the first game of the OFHL 
week 

 
XII. SIGNING FREE AGENTS (The “Pick-Up”)  

a. The team that is in last place & has the lowest winning percentage in the standings each week has 
the right to pick up one NHL player, or has been drafted by an NHL team.  If teams are tied with 
lowest winning percentage, the first tie-break is lowest overall player points; the next tie-break is 
lowest player points in past week.  If still tied, they both get a pick-up. 

b. Team making the pick-up has to drop a player if their Bench already has 12 players, or their Prospect 
List already has 5 players. 

c. No pick-ups awarded after trading deadline (but a previously awarded pick may be selected after the 

trading deadline) 
d. Pickups must be made within one week (before first game upcoming Monday) after getting the right 

to pick up. 
e. After a team has been awarded 2 successive pick ups, and they are in position to get their third or 

subsequent pick up, a lottery will be held with the roll of a die.  Last place gets #’s 1-3, 2nd last gets 
#4&5, and 3rd last gets #6.  The roll will be done by the Commish (unless he’s in it) 

 
XIII. UNRESTRICTED FREE AGENTS 



a. All players 34 years of age or older on the first day of the NHL season are considered unrestricted free 
agents (UFA’s) and are free to be drafted by any team. Starting in 2017-18, UFA age will drop to 33. 

 
XIV. “BORROWING” PLAYERS 

A gentlemen’s agreement is in place that there shall be no borrowing of players.  If the majority of the 

non-involved GM’s consider a trade to be a “borrow” the trade will not be allowed. 

 
XV. "SLIMY BUSINESS” RULE  

Any actions that are seen as being "slimy" and against the spirit of the OFHL, by any GM may be reviewed 
by any GMs not involved in the action and a ruling will be made. 

 

XVI. RULE ARBITRATION  
If a ruling needs to be made regarding any part of the OFHL, a quorum of GMs may make a ruling. 


